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Honorary Treasurer’s 
FOREWORD

Dear fellow members of the SMF, 

While we have often touted change as the new normal in the past, the 
COVID-19 virus has indeed brought unprecedented levels of change. 
With the circuit breaker and extended circuit breaker measures, people, 
businesses and the economy are all taking hits. Money, collectively 
addressed as finance, is probably the second biggest concern 
after personal safety and health in these challenging times.

As all my fellow Office Bearers of the SMF have taken their turn 
to provide a Foreword for the SMF Connect series, it is therefore 
entirely an uncanny coincidence, as the Honorary Treasurer of 
the SMF, that I am the one giving the Foreword for this issue.

It is easy to be pessimistic in difficult times - we see reports of 
a recession, of lost jobs and retrenchments, and, of long term 
negative economic effects of the global COVID-19 pandemic. 
Since the first case was reported in Singapore in January, we have 
dealt with ever-evolving challenges - from the initial lockdown in 
China, which resulted in supply chain and manpower issues, to 
the rapidly escalating outbreak globally, among our neighbours 
in South East Asia and even within Singapore itself. 

Throughout this time, the business community in Singapore has shown immense 
support and understanding for the measures our government has taken to address 
the spread of the virus in Singapore. However, as the situation has continued to evolve, 
especially in South East Asia, the impact on businesses are becoming more diverse 
and far-ranging.  

In response to these business disruptions, the SMF ACTS was created as a holistic and 
comprehensive platform to engage and band members together to solve problems 
collectively. Since January this year, we have already conducted two ministerial 
dialogues, a host of member feedback sessions and workshops for Business Continuity 
Planning and crisis management. With the enhanced guidelines for business meetings, 
such information sharing sessions will be taken online.

In addition as a partner in nation building, the SMF serves as an important conduit 
for factual information. The team at the SMF is in direct contact with government 
agencies and actively communicates the latest government advisories to members.  
Your feedback and questions are also directly relayed to the relevant agencies. The 
team at the SMF is here to serve and to help wherever we can.

In conclusion, while it may seem difficult to find optimism in all the current gloom, 
history has shown that he who perseveres through adversity will come out stronger 
than ever before. Let us look beyond the immediate disruptions, the unprecedented 
levels of change and the negativity. Let us use this opportunity to reconsider our 
business models and embrace digitalisation as a need and not a want. Let us continue 
to work together to preserve the foundation of our manufacturing sector and build 
strong pillars for future growth.  

After all, unprecedented levels of change may well be the new norm in the post-
Covid19 era. And, I am certain we all want to be the first out of the starting blocks in 
the race for market share and prosperity.

Wishing you and your loved ones good health 
and safety! 

Mr Saw Ken Wye
Honorary Treasurer
Singapore Manufacturing 

Mr Saw Ken Wye is the Chief Executive Officer of 
CrimsonLogic Pte Ltd. He is an avid reader, reading 
up to 2-3 novels per week, and enjoys spending time 
with his 3 dogs and 3 cats in his free time.
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Fight Against

COVID-19
 

Scan the QR code
 to SUBMIT NOW!

In light of the challenges presented by the COVID-19 outbreak, the SMF is
stepping up outreach e�orts on behalf of our members.

Be it feedback on business concerns or queries on government grants and
exemptions in relation to COVID-19, submit them here via the SMF ACTS
Feedback/Enquiry form.

We will forward these on to the relevant agencies and do our best to get an 
answer for you.

? ?
?
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“The SMF has been in contact with our members 
since the announcement to keep them updated on 
the latest happenings. In addition, the SMF is also 
actively contacting dormitories to help members 
find available accommodations from them. (The 
Federation and Malaysian counterparts) have 
reached out to the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry and will be providing them with a list 
of raw materials that our members require to keep 
their businesses running in this two-week period 
(Malaysia’s lockdown)”.

“It is therefore essential that companies and 
businesses relook their business models, train and 
upskill their workers and look to digitalisation as 
the new norm for doing business when the effects 
of COVID-19 blow over.” 

“As our members are in a very wide range of industries 
and scale, the impact of the movement control order 
has been very different for our members.” 

“Companies that need help implementing 
telecommuting can approach the Singapore 
Manufacturing Federation, the Employment and 
Employability Institute or the Singapore National 
Employers Federation for assistance on how to do 
so,” 

“Once you save the people, you will have the 
people to rebuild the economy…That is why we 
need every Singaporean to take it very seriously on 
how we may deal with this (COVID-19 outbreak)… 
Eventually, this will end. With the SG United spirit, 
we will get through this. When this period is over, 
we will need the workforce to continue on with the 
next lap to deal with the pend-up demands that are 
coming. So it is a responsible thing (to do) to keep 
the workforce that has been with you all this while. 
And at the same time, get your workforce trained 
up, change the business model and prepare for the 
upturn.” 

  SMF president Mr Douglas Foo, 
coronavirus: Manufacturers 

concerned about possible shortage 
of raw materials as Malaysia 

tightens border controls, The Straits 
Times (17 March 2020)

SMF president Mr Douglas Foo, 
Food supplies still coming, but 

other Singapore firms brace 
for disruptions from Malaysia’s 

shutdown, channel newsasia 
(18 Mar 2020)

SMF president Mr Douglas Foo, 
How the manufacturing sector is 

preparing itself for the worse, 89.3 
Money FM (26 March 2020)

SMF president Mr Douglas Foo, 
business leaders, experts hail $48b 
surprise package, The Straits Times 

(27 March 2020)

Minister for Manpower 
Mrs Josephine Teo on approaching 

the SMF for the Work-Life Grant, 
cOvID-19: Firms that do not allow 
telecommuting where ‘reasonably 

practicable’ may be issued stop-
work order, says Josephine Teo, 

channel newsasia (31 Mar 2020)

THE SMF In THE nEWS
HIGHLIGHTS
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HIGHLIGHTS

DIaLOGuE WITH MTI
during CNY Celebrations

A  healthy and engaging dialogue session with 
Minister for Trade and Industry Mr Chan Chun 
Sing was held on 31 January 2020 to hear from 

industry leaders the challenges they face during this 
rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation.

Some 100 SMF members and industry partners 
attended the dialogue session and they raised questions 
such as business continuity during this virus outbreak 
and manufacturing-related questions. Minister Chan 
also gave his heartfelt thoughts and reassurance that 
the government is working hard to help Singapore 
businesses. 

The SMF also celebrated the Year of the Rat with the 
members on the same day. During the celebration, 
the SMF and RHB Singapore launched the SMF-RHB 
Collaboration 2020, which will bring more programmes 
and events catered to SMF members and the 
manufacturing community. 

The COVID-19 situation is a trying period for all 
Singaporeans. The SMF hopes that everybody stays 
healthy and stay positive. We will overcome! #SGUnited 
n

cHInESE nEW YEaR 
cELEbRaTIOn WITH pcS
T he SMF’s Packaging Council of Singapore (PCS) Industry Group (IG) 

held its annual Lunar New Year celebration for its members on 6 
February 2020. During the event, PCS Chairperson Ms Betty Tan shared 

the plans the IG has in store in 2020 such as Packaging Star Awards and 
possible overseas business missions. Ms Tan also urged members to be part 
of the Committee so that PCS can make a bigger difference in the packaging 
industry. This event was generously sponsored by Messe Düsseldorf, 
organiser of international trade fairs such as Interpack and Drupa. n

Scan the QR code to read more 
on the CNY celebration.

Minister Chan Chun Sing (left) had a candid closed-door dialogue 
session where he shared his heartfelt thoughts to the attendees. SMF 

President Mr Douglas Foo facilitated the dialogue session.

During the event, SMF Secretary-General Dr Ahmad Magad (middle) 
and SMF Vice President Mr Teo Eng Cheong (left), together with 
Country Head & CEO of RHB Singapore, Mr Danny Quah (right) 

launched the SMF-RHB Collaboration 2020.

Scan this QR code to 
view more photos. PCS Chairperson Ms Betty Tan welcomed PCS 

members to the annual celebration.
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Dialogue Session with SMF Members on

cOvID-19 SITuaTIOn

SMF ACTS:
On HanD SanITISERS 
anD THERMOMETERS

I n a national effort to stop the spread of COVID-19, 
the SMF’s new initiative, SMF ACTS, distributed one 
litre of hand sanitisers to each SMF member over a 

two-day period on 19 March 2020 and 20 March 2020. 
Members brought their own bottles to collect the hand 
sanitisers, a water-based zero-alcohol solution that is 
non-flammable, toxic or corrosive.

Besides distributing hand sanitisers, the SMF made 
available contactless thermometers at cost price for 
SMF members, on a first-come-first-serve basis.

#SGUnited n
SMF Secretariat staff working hard to make available hand sanitisers 

and contactless thermometers for our members.

SMF President Mr Douglas Foo (second from right) chaired the 
dialogue session, together with SMF Secretary-General Dr Ahmad 

Magad (second from left).

SMF members and SMF Secretariat Management staff voted on 
various issues such as confidence in the government’s stockpile 

strategy and participation in trade shows.

T he SMF held a dialogue session with its members 
on 12 February 2020 to understand their business 
needs during the COVID-19 situation. This is a 

trying period for businesses as they struggle to cope 
with the lockdown implemented in China, travel bans, 
and many other challenges in this evolving situation.

Some 20 SMF members from various industry groups 
and Secretariat Management staff participated in this 
dialogue session where they shared their insights into 
the current situation, their business challenges, and the 
support they require from the SMF and the government 
to ensure business continuity. Some members also 
voiced safety concerns when participating in trade 
shows, particularly those held overseas. The SMF 

Secretariat Management staff assured them that they 
are following the situation overseas and that members’ 
safety will be our top priority. The views from SMF 
members were forwarded on to Enterprise Singapore  
which contributes to the delivery of the Singapore 
Budget 2020. 

The SMF stands together with its members and the 
manufacturing community. Through the SMF’s new 
initiative, SMF ACTS, the SMF is keeping its members 
up-to-date with the latest advisories, seminars and 
solutions that may aid companies during this period. 
If you have not received emails under SMF ACTS, 
contact the SMF Membership and Industry Group 
team at 6826 3039/6826 3069. n

HIGHLIGHTS
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HIGHLIGHTS

T o guide members in their 
Business Continuity Planning 
(BCP), the SMF organised a BCP 

workshop on 19 February 2020 where 
SMF members from various Industry 
Groups attended. Conducted by SMF 
Deputy President Dr Bicky Bhangu, 
who is also the President of Rolls-
Royce Singapore Pte Ltd (Southeast 
Asia, Pacific and South Korea), it 
was a comprehensive workshop that 
guided attendees to consider different 
viewpoints and alternative commercial 
arrangements in this COVID-19 
situation.

As many companies were affected and 
at a standstill due to the escalating 

COVID-19 situation in China, Dr Bicky 
first asked the group to list down the 
advantages of working with China. 
With the list of advantages, he asked 
the group if they may consider other 
countries, such as those in the ASEAN 
region, which may have the same 
advantages and better opportunities. 
The group discussed at length possible 
opportunities in other countries, the 
grants that were announced during 
Singapore Unity Budget Statement 
2020, and Industry 4.0 technologies 
that companies may adopt to ensure 
their businesses continue in times of 
crisis.

A s more restrictions are put in place to curb the spread 
of COVID-19, the SMF ACTS, a new initiative by the 
SMF, created its first web series with RHB SIngapore.

Titled the “Overcoming” series, the first of the series was 
“Overcoming Disruptions”. Featuring three speakers, the 
webinar provides guidance on how to overcome disruptions 
in their businesses during this COVID-19 outbreak. Speakers 
from Euler Hermes, SME Centre@SMF, and Matthew 

Chiong Partnership shared their insights and information 
such as Force Majeure clauses in contracts, the available 
government measures to assist SMEs and what are the 
subsidies and schemes available for companies.

The SMF will be hosting webinars and curating more content 
online that are useful to you and your business. Subscribe 
to the SMF’s Youtube channel now and be updated with the 
latest information. n

The videos are available on the SMF Youtube channel. 
Scan the QR codes now to watch the videos.

Episode 1: SMF ACTS presents 
Overcoming Disruptions - Quarantined 
Economics - Impact on Supply Chains

Episode 2: SMF ACTS presents 
Overcoming Disruptions - Government 
Measures to Assist SMEs

Episode 3: SMF ACTS presents 
Overcoming Disruptions - Force 
Majeure Clauses in Contracts

Behind the scenes: Mr Alex Bursak, Head of Distribution, Singapore, 
Euler Hermes, giving his presentation on Quarantined Economics - 

Impact on Supply Chains.

Towards the end of the workshop, Dr 
Bicky encouraged the group to think 
further and explore other avenues to 
diversify their supply chain. There are 
many opportunities available even in 
times of crisis. n

SMF members from various Industry Groups 
attended the BCP workshop, conducted by 

SMF Deputy President Dr Bicky Bhangu (right, 
standing).

EnSuRInG buSInESS 
cOnTInuITY

SMF HELD buSInESS cOnTInuITY pLannInG WORKSHOp

SMF acTS: OvERcOMIMG DISRupTIOnS - FIRST WEb SERIES!
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HIGHLIGHTS

T he SMF’s Global Business Group organised a 
business seminar for small and medium-size 
enterprises (SMEs) on 17 March 2020 to guide 

them in their BCP amid the COVID-19 situation.

Conducted by partners from Eversheds Harry Elias, the 
seminar attracted some 40 SMEs representatives where 
they received practical and straightforward advice on 
BCP for businesses, practitioners and vendors. Many 
aspects on crisis management were also covered such 
as its framework and protocols, cyber hygiene practices 
for organisations and managing contractual impacts in 
a crisis. n

Partners from Eversheds Harry Elias, Mr Derick Ting (left) and Mr K K 
Lim, facilitated the Q&A segment.

R epresentatives from SMEs attended a seminar 
titled “How to set up a business continuity plan 
to combat COVID-19” on 20 March 2020. Experts 

from Business Continuity Planning Asia Pte Ltd, Whze 
Solutions Pte Ltd, SMF’s Centre for Corporate Learning 
(CCL) and SME Centre@ SMF provided guidelines on 
BCP and the digital tools they may require. A CCL 
representative also promoted the Digital Project 
Management Services (DPMS) to the participants, a 
service to help SMEs implement pre-approved digital 
solutions by IMDA.

SME Centre@SMF shared the guide on BCP that was 
produced by Enterprise Singapore. To view the guide by 
Enterprise Singapore, go to https://www.enterprisesg.
gov.sg/covid-19. n

Founder and Managing Director of Business Continuity Planning Asia 
Pte Ltd, Mr Henry Ee shared some guidelines for BCP.

Scan the QR Code for more 
information on DPMS.

T he SMF’s Centre for Corporate Learning (CCL) and 
Beacon Consulting Pte Ltd jointly organised a BCP 
workshop on 25 March 2020 to assist companies in 

their BCP. Company representatives attended the half-
day workshop where they were provided with practical 
tools to develop an effective BCP. n

Beacon Consulting’s representative guided company representatives in 
developing an effective BCP.

buSInESS SEMInaR On “buSInESS cOnTInuITY pLannInG 
anD ManaGEMEnT In TIME OF cRISIS”

SME cEnTRE@SMF ORGanISED buSInESS cOnTInuITY 
SEMInaR FOR SMEs

buSInESS cOnTInuITY pLannInG WORKSHOp WITH ccL



The WLG aims to provide funding support to companies to implement and sustain the use of Flexible Work Arrangements 
(FWAs) for employees to create work-life harmony at the workplace. 

The Grant consists of the FWA Incentive and JSI. Companies may tap on either or both grants. Eligible companies can 
receive funding support of up to $105,000 per company for local employees#, over two (2) years. Companies are subjected 

to the individual caps within the respective grant components.

Eligibility
• Companies must be legally registered 

or incorporated in Singapore. These 
include societies and non-profit 
organizations such as charities and 
voluntary welfare organizations

• Companies that have previously 
obtained the FWA Incentive under 
WorkPro would not be eligible

Flexible Work Arrangements (FWAs)

* $2,000 per employee per year. Capped at $70,000 per company

 

Flexi-Time*
e.g. Staggered Working 

Hours, Compressed Work 
Week, Time Banking

Flexi-Load*
e.g. Part-time, Job 

Sharing

Flexi-Place*
e.g. Telecommuting For employees with minimum gross 

salary of not less than $3,600**  

Job Sharing 
Incentive (JSI)

** $3,500 per employee per year. Capped at 
$35,000 per company

WORK - LIFE GRANT (WLG)

For further enquiries, please contact 
SMF Centre for Corporate Learning Pte Ltd 
2985 Jalan Bukit Merah, Singapore 159457 
T: 68263100  |  F: 68263113 
E: enquiry.ccl@smfederation.org.sg  |  W: www.smfccl.sg 

#Must be either SCs or SPRs, employed on permanent basis or on employment contracts that are at least twelve (12) months in duration. 

In Collaboration With:   

Benefits 

Creates a win-win scenario 
for you and your employees, 
including:
• Maximizing talents
• Increased efficiency & productivity
• Positioning as a progressive 

employer
• Talent attraction and retention

Requirements
• Proof of adoption of the Tripartite 

Standard (TS) on FWAs
• Proof of regular usage of FWAs, 

including a claim form completed by 
each employee claimed

• Impact evaluation report using the 
template provided

• List of employee(s) who is/are regular 
users of FWAs

• Copies of employees’ employment 
contracts and CPF Form 90

Work-Life Balance

Maximize Business 
Growth

The information provided in the publication is accurate at the time of printing. The Singapore Manufacturing Federation reserves the right to change the information provided in 
this publication at any time without prior notice  
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HIGHLIGHTS

a DIaLOGuE 
WITH MOM

T he SMF organised an insightful closed-door 
dialogue session with Minister for Manpower and 
Second Minister for Home Affairs, Mrs Josephine 

Teo on 13 March 2020. Participants attended the 
dialogue session to hear from the Minister her thoughts 
on key measures for businesses amid the COVID-19 
situation.

During the session, Minister Teo drew attention to 
several measures that will help companies retain local 
employees and encouraged employers to redesign jobs 
to meet business transformation in this challenging 
period. She shared measures such as:

1. Stabilisation and Support packages for workers and 
enterprises

2. Adapt and Grow Programmes

3. COVID-19 Loan Relief Schemes

4. Ensuring Fair Hiring and Fair Competition

In addition to Minister Teo’s presentation, participants 
had a candid discussion with the Minister on manpower-
related concerns that have impacted their respective 
industries and companies. Minister Teo also introduced 
some of the representatives from Enterprise Singapore 
and Ministry of Manpower (MOM) that companies may 
approach for their business needs.

After the dialogue session, SMF Council members 
and Secretariat staff, together with MOM’s staff and 
representatives from Enterprise Singapore discussed 
possible solutions to help local companies in the 
manufacturing sector. n

SMF President Mr Douglas Foo gave his welcome remarks where 
he encouraged the audience to use this dialogue session as an 

opportunity to discuss strategic collaboration amongst TACs together 
with MOM to improve employer-employee-government synergy.

Minister Teo presented some key measures for businesses amid the 
COVID-19 situation.

Enterprise Singapore Assistant Chief Executive, Ms Chew Mok Lee 
shared some schemes by ESG that businesses can embark on.

Mr Foo (left) facilitated the dialogue session where Minister Teo 
answered questions voiced out by the audience.
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MORE SuppORT FOR OuR WORKERS
Placed >31K locals in jobs through Adapt & Grow 

IncLuSIvE WORKFORcE
•	Launched	 Workplace	 Harassment	 Resource	 and	 Recourse	

Centre
•	2.2K	employers,	covering	490K	employees,	adopted	Tripartite	

Standard on Flexible Work Arrangements
•	 Increased	Work-Life	 Grant	 (WLG)	 budget	 from	 $30mil	 to	
$100mil;	>1K	successful	applicants	for	enhanced	WLG;	4	in	5	
were SMEs

•	Supported	 >2K	 persons	 with	 disabilities	 (PwDs)	 through	
Adapt & Grow

LOWER-IncOME WORKERS
Workfare Income Supplement
•	 Increase	 spending	 to	 ~$1	billion	 in	2020,	benefitting	 ~440K	

Singaporean workers

Workfare Training Support
•	Benefitted	>270K	lower-income	workers;	12K	employers

progressive Wage Model
•	 Increased	 wages	 for	 >78K	 workers	 in	 Security,	 Cleaning,	

Landscape sectors

Workcare
•	Launched	Tripartite	Advisory	on	Provision	of	Rest	Areas	for	

Outsourced Workers 

buILDInG SaFE WORKpLacES
•	 Increased	Work	Injury	Compensation	(WIC)	limits	for	death	
and	permanent	incapacity	by	~10%

•	Increased	WIC	limits	for	medical	expenses	from	$36K	to	$45K

MORE SuppORT FOR SEnIOR EMpLOYMEnT
Workpro Job Redesign Grant
•	Benefitted	2.5K	companies	and	>22K	senior	workers

Tripartite Workgroup on Older Workers
•	Raise	 retirement	 age	 &	 re-employment	 age	 to	 65	 and	 70	

respectively by 2030
•	Gradual	increase	in	CPF	contribution	rates	for	workers	aged	

55 – 70 by 2030

Extension of Special Employment credit (SEc) and 
additional SEc
•	Paid	out	over	$3.9	billion
•	Benefitted	200K	employers	and	700K	senior	workers

MORE SuppORT FOR SInGapOREan
Self-Employed persons (SEps)
•	Benefitted	 85K	 SEPs	 through	 the	 Tripartite	 Standard	 on	

Contracting with SEPs for good contracting norms
•	 Implemented	 CAYE	 pilot	 for	 SEPs	 providing	 services	 to	

government

STREnGTHEn RETIREMEnT aDEquacY
changes to cpF
•	More	active	CPF	members	turning	55	in	2019	managed	to	set	

aside their Basic Retirement Sum
•	80K	members	receive	higher	payouts	under	new	rules	for	the	

Retirement Sum Scheme

cpF Retirement planning Service
•	Now	offered	twice	–	at	age	55	and	65;	>	600	members	aged	
65	attended;	95%	would	recommend	to	family	and	friends

MInISTRY OF 
ManpOWER
cOMMITTEE OF
SuppLY-In-bRIEF

HIGHLIGHTS

KEY HIGHLIGHTS FROM paST YEaRS

pROvIDInG FaIR OppORTunITIES

EMpOWER MID-caREER WORKERS TO TaKE 
cHaRGE OF THEIR caREERS
SkillsFuture Mid-career Support package
Benefit mid-career workers in their 40s & 50s:
•	Expand	capacity	of	reskilling	programmes
•	Enhance	salary	support	during	training	period	for	Rank-and-

File workers aged 40 and above
•	Provide	20%	salary	support	for	6	months	to	employers	who	

hire and train jobseekers aged 40 and above through eligible 
reskilling	programmes;	up	to	$6K	/worker

•	Additional	$500	SkillsFuture	Credit	top-up	for	Singaporeans	
aged 40 – 60

•	 Volunteer	 Career	 Advisors	 from	 the	 same	 professions	 to	
provide peer support

SuppORT EMpLOYERS TO REDESIGn JObS
Support for Job Redesign under productivity Solutions Grant 
(pSG-JR)
•	Provide	up	to	70%	funding	support	to	employers	to	engage	

pre-approved job redesign consultants for business and 
workforce	transformation;	up	to	$30K/company

SkillsFuture Enterprise credit
•	Defray	 90%	 out-of-pocket	 cost	 for	

business and workforce transformation 
programmes	 (incl.	 PSG-JR);	 up	 to	
$10K/company
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HIGHLIGHTS

EnSuRInG FaIR cOMpETITIOn

STREnGTHEn FOREIGn WORKFORcE cOnTROLS
•	Reduce	S	Pass	quotas	in	Construction,	Marine	Shipyard	and	

Process sectors:

S Pass quotas

Now 20%

Jan 2021 18%

Jan 2023 15%

•	 Increase	 Local	 Qualifying	 Salary	 threshold	 from	 $1,300	 to	
$1,400

•	 Increase	 minimum	 qualifying	 salary	 for	 EP	 applications	
to	 $3,900/month;	 qualifying	 salaries	 for	 older	 and	 more	
experienced EP candidates also raised

Applies to

From May 2020 New EP applicants

From May 2021 EP renewals

EnSuRInG FaIR HIRInG

STREnGTHEn THE FaIR cOnSIDERaTIOn FRaMEWORK (FcF)
•	More	jobs	subject	to	FCF	job	advertising	requirement
•	1K	firms	scrutinised	under	expanded	FCF;	>4.4K	Singaporean	PMETs	hired,	

3K EP applications were not approved

pROvIDInG FaIR SuppORT

SuppORT EMpLOYERS TO HIRE anD RETaIn 
SEnIOR WORKERS
Senior Worker Support package
Senior Employment Credit
Provide	up	to	8%	wage	offset	to	hire	Singaporeans	aged	55	and	
above,	and	earning	up	to	$4K/month

CPF Transition Offset
Provide wage offsets to hire locals aged 55 to 70, equivalent 
to half of increase in employer CPF contribution rates in 2021

Senior Worker Early Adopter Grant
Up	to	$250K/company	if	they	increase	internal	retirement	and	
re-employment ages ahead of legislated changes

Part-time Re-employment Grant
Provide	up	to	$125K/company	if	they	commit	to	providing	part-
time re-employment to eligible senior workers upon request

MORE SuppORT FOR LOWER-IncOME WORKERS
HELp SInGapOREanS SavE FOR RETIREMEnT
Matched Retirement Savings Scheme
•	Match	cash	top-ups	made	to	CPF	Retirement	Account	up	to	
$600	annually	from	2021	to	2025,	to	eligible	seniors	aged	55	
– 70

Transition Support for Self-Employed persons (SEps) on 
caYE pilot
•	Match	CAYE	contributions	made	by	SEPs	in	2020,	capped	at	
$600

Silver Support Scheme
•	 Increase	quarterly	cash	payouts	by	20%
•	Broaden	 eligibility	 criteria	 to	 cover	 an	 additional	 ~100K	

Singaporeans in 2021
•	Nearly	double	spending	to	$620	mil

STREnGTHEn SuppORT FOR an IncLuSIvE 
WORKFORcE
Enabling Employment credit
•	Up	 to	20%	wage	offset	 (up	 to	$400/month)	 to	employers	

who hire Singaporean persons with disabilities (PwDs), 
earning	up	to	$4K

•	Additional	10%	wage	offset	for	6	months	(up	to	$200/month)	
for hiring PwDs who have not been working for at least 6 
months

Open Door programme Training Grant
•	Raise	SG	Enable	course	fee	subsidies	from	90%	to	95%
•	Raise	training	allowance	to	$6/hour
•	 Provide	 Training	 Commitment	 Award	 of	 $100/completed	

eligible course

Tripartite advisory on Mental Well-being
Propose progressive practices that employers can adopt to 
support employees’ mental well-being

STREnGTHEn WORK-LIFE HaRMOnY
Recommendations by citizens’ panel on WLH Supported
•	“Making	 it	 Easy”:	 Facilitate	 adoption	 of	 flexible	 work	

arrangements (FWAs) and WLH programmes
•	“Making	it	Known”:	Increase	recognition	for	FWAs	and	WLH	

initiatives
•	“Making	it	Accepted”:	Shift	societal	norms	through	whole-of-

society movement
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InSIGHTS

InDuSTRIaL InTERnET 
OF THInGS (IIOT)
is Empowering Warehouse 
Operations in Asia Pacific
By Tan Aik Jin, Manufacturing Solutions Lead, Zebra Technologies Asia Pacific

The rapid adoption of the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT) is 
dramatically transforming the 

manufacturing industry, especially in 
the Asia Pacific. According to McKinsey, 
the IIoT market in Asia Pacific has the 
capability to capture productivity gains of 
US$216	billion	 to	US$627	billion,	making	
the manufacturing industry one of the 
essential drivers of IoT spending. 

IIoT is connecting every stage of the 
manufacturing process, including end-to-
end supply chain management, changing 
warehouse and factory operations. 
Manufacturing process management 
now requires the knowledge, agility and 
visibility to track-trace and optimise 
every process, asset and resource with 
pinpoint, end-to-end accuracy, and 
manufacturers are turning to technology 
to gain a performance edge in handling 
vast amounts of necessary information 
and reduce costs. 

This means looking at all factory and 
warehouse assets – from inventory, 
machinery and vehicles, to workers and 
end products – as sources of data for real-
time analysis. CTOs also need to extend 
the field of vision both up stream to the 
customer and downstream through the 
supply chain. Once these assets become 
IIoT- enabled, the insights and visibility 
gathered can transform the warehouse 
from a place of storage into an active 
business differentiator.

THE MaSSIvE aDvanTaGES 
OF IIoT
IIoT incorporates machine learning 
and big data technology, harnessing 
the sensor data, machine-to-machine 
(M2M) communication and automation 
technologies that have existed in 
industrial settings for years. With IIOT, 
smart machines are better than humans 
at accurately, consistently capturing and 
communicating data. This data enables 
companies to pick up on inefficiencies 
and problems sooner, saving time 
and money and supporting business 
intelligence efforts. 

In manufacturing, specifically, IIoT 
holds great potential for quality control, 
managing product variety, supply chain 
traceability and overall supply chain 
efficiency.

FuTuRE pROOFInG WITH 
SMaRTER WaREHOuSES
Bringing IoT into a warehouse and 
factory means deploying technology 
through connected devices, such as 
enterprise mobile computers, barcode 
scanners, radio-frequency identification 
(RFID) readers. 

Zebra’s APAC Warehouse Vision Study 
revealed that 73 percent of companies 
are currently modernising their 
warehouses by equipping workers with 
mobile devices. By 2024, modernisation 
in the warehouse will be Android-
based mobile computing solutions (90 
percent), real-time location systems 
(RTLS) (60 percent) and full-featured 
warehouse management systems (WMS) 
(55 percent). This implies that the need 
to stay competitive and ahead with 
connected technologies such as IIoT is 
prevalent.     

Once assets have a digital voice and 
become IoT-enabled, a wealth of 
intelligence is ready and waiting to be 
processed and turned into insights. To 
respond to such information quickly, 
manufacturers will need a smart analytics 
application alongside their Manufacturing 
Execution System (MES). Currently, 
operations are unable to see or establish 
a causal link to the inefficiencies that 
buried in supply chains – due to demand 
fluctuations. With smart analytics 
application, it can analyses data in real-
time, enabling manufacturers to pinpoint 
where these inefficiencies lie and, 
therefore, provide actionable insights to 
future proof the supply chain. 

GREaTER vISIbILITY 
THROuGH RFID
For efficiency in loading operations, 
businesses require high-performance 
wireless networks to provide an always-
on connection. Smart sensors, such as 

RFID tags, GS-1 compliant barcodes and 
location technology will make it easier to 
automate the collection of data and to 
monitor the status of goods and locate 
the items. All of this must be underpinned 
by a separate back-office system which 
simplifies data analysis to support better 
decisions and offers improved, real-time 
visibility of the stock position. 

A good warehouse management system 
(WMS) tracks volumetric efficiency, 
load rate and when a load is nearing 
completion. Drivers can be alerted in 
advance when a trailer is about to be 
closed out, resulting in lower dwell time 
and freeing up the dock so a new load 
can begin, as well as allowing dock 
managers to reallocate assets and for 
workers to accommodate last minute 
changes and peak surges. 

GEnERaTInG REaL vaLuE 
FROM IIoT
The use of RFID has been an interesting 
topic for warehouse logistics for a long 
time. Today, the technology is mature 
and is used across many businesses 
in closed loop solutions. So, what’s in 
store for manufacturing in the future? 
Smart factories, underpinned by IIoT, 
will continue to be the lifeblood of 
Industry 4.0. This is where real-time 
communication between the supply 
chain and the production line will drive 
automation and digitisation. Making this 
possible are humans and machines that 
can share data in real time to deliver 
better quality goods, unprecedented 
visibility and impressive cost efficiencies. 

For more information, visit 
www.zebra.com/manufacturing n
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Zebra’s Warehousing Asia Pacific Vision Study 

For more on the trends industry leaders are gravitating toward, download  
Zebra’s Warehousing Asia Pacific Vision Study.

ZEBRA and the stylised Zebra head are trademarks of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. All other trademarks are the property of their

As the volume and velocity of e-commerce continues to 
increase, warehouse operations are revamping their fulfillment 
strategies. See how you stack up against your peers.

Organisations plan to go large 
in the next five years

Facilities agree the need for speed 
is driving this expansion 

will increase warehouse size need to support faster delivery to the 
end customer 

will increase volume of items shipped see increased consumer response 

The Road to Warehouse 
Modernisation

88% 48% 
85% 49%

A fast and furious on-demand economy 

The pressures of warehouse evolution

An incremental approach to modernising

Tech Implementation Supply Chain Visibility Labour Pains

currently see IT/technology 
utilisation as the top 
operational challenge

believe the most optimal operational balance in warehousing includes human interaction

plan to modernise with 
real-time locationing 
systems 

plan to increase technical 
or supply chain training 
to retain labour

believe tech 
implementation is the 
key to competing in our 
on-demand economy

expect to be using a  
full-featured/best-of-breed 
warehouse management 
system (WMS) 

agree technological 
transformation in 
warehousing will increase 
its appeal as a career

70%

68%

81%

60%

55%

88%

83%

Investing in 
warehouse mobility

rugged tablets and wearable 
computers by 2022

72%

Automation and
data-powered environments 

will shift priorities to increasing asset 
visibility, real-time decision guidance 
and data-driven performance by 2024 

72%

Optimising labour  
through augmentation

augmenting labour with 
technology is the best way to 
introduce automation

81%
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WSH

buILDInG SuSTaInabLE SaFETY cuLTuRE 
WITH vISIOn ZERO
Er. Ho Siong Hin, the previous Commissioner for 
Workplace Safety and Health (WSH), shared insights 
into the key WSH strategies developed under his 
leadership. These range from building a progressive and 
pervasive WSH culture in companies, driving adoption 
of best industry practices both locally and worldwide, 
setting up a reward system to award companies with 
good safety track record to imposing stiffer penalties 
on those found negligent for unsafe work practices 
or dangerous occurrences. These initiatives, together 
with stringent enforcement, generated heightened 
awareness of WSH and reduced Singapore’s workplace 
fatal injury rate from 4.9 per 100,000 workers in 2004 to 
1.2 fatalities per 100,000 workers in 2017 and 2018.

SInGapORE’S WORST TRaGEDY THaT LED 
TO MaJOR REFORMS OF WSH LEGISLaTIvE 
SYSTEM
In 2004, a devastating tragedy which claimed four 
lives at Nicoll Highway, shocked Singapore and 
prompted the nation and its authorities to undertake 
major reforms in relation to WSH in Singapore. Today, 
workers in Singapore are working towards Vision Zero, 
which is a mindset where all accidents and ill health are 
preventable. 

Below are some of the carefully calibrated WSH 
strategies that were employed to achieve the target in 
2018:

WSH Strategy 1 – Clearly defined liability regime in 
WSH Act 

The WSH Act, which replaced the then Factories Act, 
built a WSH ecosystem by clearly defining a regime 
where liability no longer just rests on occupiers. From 
occupiers, workers, managers, principals, to building 
owners;	 every	 stakeholder	 now	 has	 a	 role	 to	 play	 in	
ensuring a safe and healthy work environment.

WSH Strategy 2 – Formation of industry-led WSH 
Council

Set up in 2008, the WSH Council comprises leaders 
from major industry sectors, government, unions and 
employers and professionals from the legal, insurance 
and academic fields. The WSH Council works closely 
with the Ministry of Manpower and other government 
agencies, tripartite partners, and the industry to develop 
strategies to raise WSH standards in Singapore. This is 
done by building industry capabilities to better manage 
WSH, promoting WSH and recognising companies with 
good WSH records, as well as implementing acceptable 
WSH practices. 

WSH Strategy 3 – Good WSH system makes good 
business sense and stiffer penalties for poor risk 
management 

Penalties were stiffened under the WSH Act since 2006. 
Fines for corporate offenders found to be negligent were 
raised	from	$200,000	to	$500,000,	while	the	maximum	
period of imprisonment for individual offenders was 
raised from 12 to 24 months. This is intended to send 
a strong message of deterrence against unsafe work 
practices. By linking the company’s WSH performance 
with its business performance, employers’ mindsets 
are shifted from one where WSH is perceived as a cost, 

Singapore’s Successful Journey in
WORKpLacE SaFETY 
anD 
HEaLTH
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WSH

to one where good WSH makes good business sense. 
Companies will want assurances that the products 
and services provided by their potential vendors are 
delivered without disruption from unsafe work practices. 
Many companies realise that the commitment to ensure 
workers’ safety and health can create an environment 
for business opportunities to flourish, which then 
proves to be a win-win situation for both employers and 
employees.

EFFEcTIvE RISK ManaGEMEnT anD 
InTRODucTIOn OF bIZSaFE pROGRaMME TO 
RaISE WSH capabILITIES
People who create risks must be responsible for 
mitigating the risks. The BizSAFE programme was 
introduced to help companies build risk management 
capabilities and ensure  stakeholders across all levels 
understand their responsibilities defined under the WSH 
Act, implement risk management framework and ensure 
regular audits on WSH systems are conducted for 
continuous improvement. Once companies believe that 
strong WSH performance correlates to good business 
performance, regular audits will no longer be regarded 
as a cost, but as a necessity for business growth. 

TRIpaRTITE WORKInG RELaTIOnSHIp TO 
acHIEvE vISIOn ZERO
Throughout the journey, the Government, unions and 
employers come together to collectively implement 
safety and health systems for all companies and build 
a mindset that all workplace accidents and ill health 
are preventable. To foster a supportive environment, 
the Government and WSH Council organise the annual 
WSH Awards to recognise companies and individuals 
which have contributed to achieving excellence in WSH. 

bRInGInG WSH TO THE nExT LEvEL

STRaTEGY 1 – STREnGTHEnInG WSH 
OWnERSHIp
The next level is for all stakeholders, including Small 
and Medium Enterprises and start-ups, to move beyond 
compliance and “basic” levels of ownership to being 
intrinsically motivated for WSH. 

WSH bEYOnD REGuLaTIOn anD STROnG 
WSH ORGanISaTIOnS pLacE SInGapORE On 
THE WORLD Map pERTaInInG TO SaFETY 
anD HEaLTH
The World Congress on Safety and Health at Work 
2017 saw world experts coming to Singapore to share 
and exchange best practices on WSH. This event 
placed Singapore on the world map in safety and 
health and allowed our country to showcase our WSH 
achievements on a global stage. It also offered a platform 
for Singapore WSH professionals and companies to 
share and exchange WSH best practices and concepts 
with international counterparts, and to collectively 
push boundaries on how risks can be reduced to make 
workplaces safer. 

Er. Ho Siong Hin was awarded the Public Administration 
Medal (Gold) in 2012 for his exemplary contributions to the 
public service. Er. Ho is currently Senior Director (International 
WSH) and Vice Dean of the School of Regulation in the MOM 
Academy, Ministry of Manpower. He is also serving his second 
term as President of Professional Engineers Board, Singapore; 
Secretary General of the International Association of Labour 
Inspection; and Chairperson of the International Social Security 
Association International Section of Prevention for Trade.

STRaTEGY 2 – EnHancE FOcuS On 
WORKpLacE HEaLTH
Today, many employers and workers understand that 
the exposure to workplace hazards can cause ill health 
such as occupational diseases to workers. However, this 
is insufficient. Employers must also recognise the link 
between workers’ health and safety, as healthy and fit 
workers can concentrate better and work safely.

The above diagram shows the concept of Total WSH 
where elements of safety, health and work interlink 
with one another in a triangular relationship at the 
workplace. The WSH Council has collaborated with local 
government agencies like the Health Promotion Board 
to promote the adoption of the Total WSH framework 
by raising awareness and building capabilities. 

STRaTEGY 3 – pROMOTE TEcHnOLOGY-
EnabLED WSH
There is immense potential for technology to transform 
WSH practices and ensure conformance to safe work 
practices. 

The next step for Singapore is hence to leverage on 
technology to transform the way WSH is managed 
in	 the	 workplace;	 be	 it	 eliminating	 hazardous	 work	
via automation, using sensor technology, Internet of 
Things and artificial intelligence to improve detection 
and management of hazards, or utilising virtual and 
augmented technology to enhance training outcomes. 
n

Source: Workplace Safety and Health Council
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GO GLObaL

The SMF Welcomes
THE cOnFEDERaTIOn OF 

InDuSTRIaL cHaMbERS OF 
MExIcO
T he Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) welcomed the 

Confederation of Industrial Chambers of Mexico (CONCAMIN) 
delegation on 7 February 2020. Chairman of the Innovation & 

Productivity Function Committee, Mr Alessandro Perrotta warmly 
received the delegation at the SMF Building, who was accompanied 
by the Ambassador of Mexico, His Excellency Agustín García-López 
Loaeza and led by Head of the President´s office of CONCAMIN Mr 
Manuel Pérez-Cárdenas.

The intent of the visit was to discuss opportunities in the areas 
of transformation and digitalisation for companies in Mexico and 
Singapore.  Through this visit, both the SMF and CONCAMIN 
committees had a better understanding of the sustainable and diverse 
developments that stimulate economic progression between Mexico 
and Singapore.

CONCAMIN is one of the SMF’s long-standing partners. A Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) was signed between the SMF and CONCAMIN 
on 27 November 1996 where both organisations agreed to support the 
development of businesses from both countries. n

The SMF meets with
caMbODIa’S MInISTRY OF 
EcOnOMY anD FInancE
P ermanent Secretary of State for the Ministry 

of Economy and Finance of the Kingdom of 
Cambodia, His Excellency Vongsey Vissoth paid 

a goodwill visit to the SMF on 21 January 2020. SMF 
President Mr Douglas Foo, Emeritus President Mr Renny 
Yeo, SMF Secretary-General Dr Ahmad Magad and some 
SMF Council members warmly received His Excellency 
and his delegation at the SMF.

During his visit, both sides explored possible 
collaborations between Singapore and Cambodia 
companies. His Excellency also shared some business 
opportunities that are available in Cambodia, and 
encouraged Singapore companies to come to explore 
these opportunities. n

Chairman of the Innovation & Productivity Function 
Committee, Mr Alessandro Perrotta (3rd from 

right), together with the SMF’s Senior Director for 
International Relations, Ms Emmeline Lam (extreme 

right), received  the Ambassador of Mexico, His 
Excellency Agustín García-López Loaeza (2nd from 
left), Head of the President´s office of CONCAMIN, 
Mr Manuel Pérez-Cárdenas (3rd from left) and the 

CONCAMIN delegation.

H.E Vongsey Vissoth (sixth from right) and his delegation were warmly 
received by SMF President Mr Douglas Foo (sixth from left), Emeritus 
President Mr Renny Yeo (fourth from left), SMF Secretary-General Dr 

Ahmad Magad (fifth from left), and some SMF Council members.
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GS1 Singapore’s National Electronic Product 
Catalogue (NEPC) is now weCATALOG

To facilitate trading collaborations, all GS1 Singapore members are 
required to create and upload your product information. Enhance your 
trading experience and your customers’ journey with weCATALOG today! 

Login to start experiencing: wecatalog.gs1.org.sg 

Need help to get started? Email us at contact@gs1.org.sg or call us at 
6826 3077.

4. SOURCE
Unlimited access to a pool of 

product information to explore 
business matching opportunities 
with other users (suppliers, brand 

owners, service providers etc). 

1. CREATE

Start by assigning a Global Trade 
Item Number (GTIN) to each of 
your products in weCATALOG. 

GTINs are unique numbers used to 
identify your products.

5. VERIFY

With GTINs and product information 
captured in weCATALOG, trading 

partners such as retailers and 
marketplaces will now be able to 
verify your product information, 
resulting in a seamless flow of 
trusted product information 

sharing.

2. STORE
Your product information will 

then be stored in weCATALOG 
where you have 24/7 access and 

secured use of the platform.

3. SHARE
Your product information is now readily available 

to be shared with other users of weCATALOG.

create | store | share | source | verify

weCATALOG
One Data Source For All

The weCATALOG Journey

Risks of incomplete and inaccurate 
product information

Affects consumer’s trust and 
brand image 

Potentially losing business 
opportunities

Inefficient product recalls

 About GS1 Singapore
Established in 1987, GS1 Singapore is part of the 
not-for-profit GS1 Global Standards organsiation 
based in Belgium, Brussels with offices in more 
than 114 countries. We are also affiliated to the 
Singapore Manufacturing Federation. 

GS1 Singapore works with organisations and 
agencies to promote and drive the adoption of the 
most widely used open standards for supply chain 
management in the world. GS1 Singapore serves 
multiple sectors including retail, online market-
places, food services, healthcare, technical indus-
tries, transport and logistics. Our member compa-
nies have benefited as a result through the 
enhancement of operational efficiencies, supply 
chain interoperability and visibility. 

Visit us at www.gs1.org.sg 

weCATALOG is a one-stop online platform to create, store, share, source and verify product information. It helps 
to validate trading partners, verify product  information and authenticity, and build consumer trust. 

What our customers are saying

Before using the platform, I was relying on Excel and my memory to recall product information. With 
hundreds of products, I knew there had to be a better way. I’m so glad GS1 Singapore has this online 
platform that allows me to upload all my product information and manage my barcodes very easily. 
The platform even provided a tool to search and verify other product information such as the country 
of origin and the company manufacturing or distributing this product. The platform definitely helped to 
speed things along for me and made life easier.    - Angie Tay, General Manager of Pacific Sports Pte Ltd

It is easy to create a barcode through weCATALOG as I only spend less than 1 minute to create it.
Elinda Gan, Director of Netatech Pte Ltd

GS1 Singapore

Visit www.gs1.org.sg for more details.
contact@gs1.org.sg | 6826 3077 

weCONNECT by The DNA Hub  is an initiative launched by GS1 Singapore that provides one-stop services from creating 
quality digital product content (weCREATE) to seamless automation of multichannel e-commerce selling processes by 
aggregating popular online marketplaces into one single platform (weXCHANGE) .

The DNA Hub: 
One-Stop Digital Content Creation Centre
Powered by GS1 Singapore

weCREATE

•  Product packshot and Styled photography

•  Product data capture

•  SEO - Enhanced Copywriting

•  Mobile Hero Image

weCONNECT
By The DNA Hub

+

Up to 
70%*ESG Funding Support

*Terms & Conditions Apply

weXCHANGE

Start your Digital Content Creation journey with us today!
www.thednahub.com.sg | weconnect@thednahub .com.s g  | 6826 3077

Multichannel E-Commerce Listing  

•  Product listing management

•  Product listing optimisation

•  Marketing campaign optimisation

•  Multichannel customer service

•  Multichannel order management

GS1 Singapore

An in-depth showcase on how GS1 Standards can be 

operationalised through systems and digital solutions 

along the process flow from becoming a GS1 member 

to manufacturing, to warehousing and distribution to 

the retailer, and finally, to the consumer.

Launch of GS1 Singapore Solution Centre

Scan to 

register 

yourself for a 

full demo tour

Keep a look out for our NEW
Product Marketing Video 
service!
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EnTERpRISES

Standards Exchange with
Japan RObOT 

aSSOcIaTIOn (JaRa)
T he Robotic and Automation Technical Committee 

(RATC) under the SMF – Standards Development 
Organisation (SMF-SDO) had a standards 

exchange with Japan Robot Association (JARA), Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and other key 
stakeholders on 15 January 2020. The purpose of this 
exchange was to learn from one another and explore 
further collaboration on standardisation activities.

During the exchange, both countries’ representatives 
shared their challenges, opinions, thoughts and their 
respective latest standardisation activities involving 
robots and personal e-transporter. The topics include 
safety of personal e-transporter, safety management 
system of robot services for users, communications 
protocol, cybersecurity requirements and charging 
systems for robots.

The SMF-SDO looks forward to more of such exchanges. 
Through these exchanges, standards development can 
be further strengthened and benefit all industries in 
Singapore. n

Participants had a healthy exchange on topics involving robots and 
personal e-transporters.

Some 20 key stakeholders from National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (AIST), Singapore Industrial Automation Association (SIAA), Enterprise 
Singapore (ESG), JARA, METI, SIMTech and TÜV SÜD participated in this standards 

exchange.
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EnTERpRISES

SME cEnTRE @ SInGapORE 
ManuFacTuRInG FEDERaTIOn
S ME Centre @ Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SME Centre@SMF) was established 

in May 2005 as one of the Centres of Excellence of the SMF. Supported by Enterprise 
Singapore (ESG), SME Centre@SMF provides small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 

with easy access to business advisory to help them start, sustain and grow their businesses. 
The first-stop SME Centres provide services including business diagnosis, information on 
government schemes and capability workshops.
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1 to 1 business advisory
SME Centre@SMF offers business advisory services to understand the SMEs 
business concerns and help strengthen business competencies.

business / productivity Diagnosis
SME Centre@SMF offers business and productivity diagnosis services to help 
identify gaps in businesses and processes.

access to Government programmes
SME Centre@SMF has developed strong partnerships with various government 
agencies. Our business advisors are equipped to help SMEs navigate through 
many government assistance programmes and grants relevant to businesses.

capability Workshop / business networking
SME Centre@SMF regularly partners with various organisations to organise 
workshops aimed at helping companies increase their competitive advantage.

Group based upgrading (Gbu) project
SME Centre@SMF also works on GBU projects, where a cluster of SMEs come 
together to tap on a common solution to trade-based, locality-based or 
problem-based issues based on a SME’s business needs.

Satellite SME centres – SME centre@SouthWest 
and SME centre@ northWest
The SME Centre@SouthWest and SME Centre@NorthWest were established in 
collaboration with the South West Community Development Council (SWCDC) 
and the North West Community Development Council (NWCDC), situated at 
JTC Summit and Woodlands Civic Centre respectively.

Both satellite centres provide 1 to 1 business advisory services, access to 
government programmes, capability workshops, and business networking. On 
top of these services, they also provide employment placement services and 
facilitate corporate social responsibility initiatives.

01

02

03

04

05

06

•	Brand	Development
•	Business	Innovation
•	Business	Strategy	Development
•	Digitalisation
•	Financial	Management

•	Human	Capital	Development
•	Intellectual	Property
•	Internationalisation
•	Productivity	Improvement	and	Toolkit

Other areas that SME Centre@SMF provides advisories on:

•	Quality	&	Standards
•	Technology	Innovation
•	Workplace	Health	&	Promotion
•	Work	Life	Balance

Contact the SME Centre@SMF now to arrange for a free 1 to 1 business advisory session:

SME centre@SMF
Singapore Manufacturing Federation
SMF Building, 2985 Jalan Bukit Merah
Singapore 159457
Tel: 6826 3020  |  Fax: 6826 3021
Email: query@smecentre-smf.sg
Website: www.smecentre-smf.sg

SME centre@SouthWest
South West CDC
The JTC Summit
8 Jurong Town Hall Road #26-06
Singapore 609434
Tel: 6316 1616  |  Fax: 6316 7250
Email: southwest@smecentre-smf.sg

SME centre@northWest
North West CDC
Woodlands Civic Centre
900 South Woodlands Drive #06-01
Singapore 730900
Tel: 6826 3020  |  Fax: 6826 3021
Email: northwest@smecentre-smf.sg



Global Ready
Talent Program (GRT)
Local & Overseas Internships
• Receive up to 70% funding support on monthly stipend

provided by company
• Monthly subsistence and lump sum allowance provided to students

for overseas internships
• Groom future talents locally and abroad

Global Ready
Talent Program (GRT)*

*Formerly known as SME Talent Programme (STP)



The information provided in this publication is accurate at the time of printing.  
The Singapore Manufacturing Federation reserves the right to change the information provided in this publication at any time without prior notice.

Key Information

Internships

The Global Ready Talent Program (GRT) is an initiative by Enterprise Singapore (ESG), of which Singapore 
Manufacturing Federation (SMF) is one of the approved-in-principle partners to administer the program. 

With this program, local SMEs can attract talents from Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs) through undergraduate 

in the company. Companies can also defray the cost of hiring interns through this program.

Global Ready Talent Program (GRT)

Company Eligibility

  At least 30% local 
(Singapore Citizen &  

Singapore Permanent Resident) 
shareholding

Intern Eligibility
Singapore Citizen / Singapore 
Permanent Resident students 

from eligible IHLs
(ITE, Polytechnics, Universities)

Internships Requirement Funding Model

• Internship in Singapore with 
Singapore companies

• Internship in Singapore and 
overseas (SEA, China and India) 
with Singapore companies

• Short business trips 
(min. 2 weeks)

• Overseas internships in SEA, 
China and India with 
Singapore companies

Local

Hybrid

Overseas

Polytechnics/ITE : up to 70%* of $800
Universities : up to 70%* of $1000

Co-shared between ESG & Company

Polytechnics/ITE : up to 70%* of $800
Universities : up to 70%* of $1000

Co-shared between ESG & Company

  +
Travel and Subsistence Allowance

Provided by IHLs

* 70% funding for SMEs, 50% funding for non-SMEs
For further enquiries, please contact:
Singapore Manufacturing Federation
2985 Jalan Bukit Merah, Singapore 159457
T: 65 6826 3133  | 65 6826 3100
E: enquiry.grt@smfederation.org.sg  |  W: www.smfederation.org.sg



The recruitment of right talent is a critical success factor in a highly competitive business environment. This is especially 

opportunities for Professionals, Managers, Executives and Technicians (PMETs), a fact that is often not known to 
some job seekers.

About P-Max @ SMF
P-Max @ SMF is a place-and-train programme administered by the Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) and 
supported by Workforce Singapore (WSG), to assist SMEs to better recruit, train, manage and retain their newly-hired 
PMETs. It will help newly-hired PMETs to better acclimatise to the new SME work environment and encourage better 
PMET retention in SMEs. P-Max @ SMF will also enable SMEs to establish better communication channels between 

Job Matching  
of suitable PMETs into hiring SMEs

Training Workshops 
for SMEs & PMETs 

Post-Training Progress Review 
follow up

LATEST



Standard Programme 
For Hiring SMEs

Either
1. PMETs are hired directly by 

SMEs or
2. PMETs are job-matched 

and placed into hiring SMEs 
through the Programme

Programme Concept

SMEs and newly-hired PMETs

SMEs to retain PMETs and complete 
6-month follow-up with SMF

SMEs are also encouraged to adopt progressive HR practices 
within their SMEs

SMEs receive Assistance Grant of 
$5,000 upon completion

Hiring 
SMEs

Job
Seeking
PMETs 

Complete Respective Workshop for SMEs & PMETs

P-Max for non-hiring SMEs is available for SMEs with no immedia
These SMEs will not be eligible for the $5,000 assistance grant under P-Max. 

Singapore
Citizens

Permanent
Residents

For Older Workers 
Hired by SMEs

Either
1. PMETs are hired directly by 

SMEs or
2. PMETs are job-matched and 

placed into hiring SMEs through 
the Programme

SMEs and newly-hired PMETs

SMEs to retain PMETs and complete 
6-month follow-up with SMF

SMEs are also encouraged to adopt progressive HR practices 
within their SMEs

SMEs receive Assistance Grant of 
$10,000 upon completion

Hiring 
SMEs

Job
Seeking
PMETs 

Complete Respective Workshop for SMEs & PMETs
+ Age Management Workshop (for SMEs)

Singapore
Citizens
aged  
50 years & 
above

(or Assistance Grant of $5,000 if the SME had already embarked 
previously in the P-MAX Standard Programme) 

Programme Benefits
Under P-Max @ SMF, participating SMEs that have newly hired PME
1. Job-seeking PMETs will be matched into suitable positions in SMEs

2. PMETs and SMEs supervisors who oversee newly-hired PMETs will attend respective PMET & SME workshops (Up to 90%
course fee subsidised by WSG)

3. Post-training support by SMF to SME supervisors and their newly-trained PMET personnel for a period of six months, and

4. Upon completion of both workshops, SMF will follow-up with the newly-trained PMET personnel and the SME supervisor
for a period of six months. SMEs who successfully complete the six-month follow-up and retain their newly-hired PMET
employee, will be eligible for either a one-off S$5,000 or $10,000 Assistance Grant.

Scan the QR Code now to 
apply!

The information provided in this publication is accurate at the time of printing.  
The Singapore Manufacturing Federation reserves the right to change the information provided in this publication at any time without prior notice.
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SpOTLIGHT

SMF welcomes our new members* to be part of the family! 

SMF WELcOMES YOu!
1. ALAN PHOTO PTE LTD
2. AVANOS MEDICAL SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. 
3. COOLED SINGAPORE PTE LTD
4. CYCLE & CARRIAGE AuTOMOTIVE PTE LTD
5. DAISHIN ENGINEERING PTE LTD
6. DKSH SINGAPORE PTE LTD
7. DuKE GRP ASIA PTE LTD
8. ENDOMASTER PTE LTD
9. FEST ENTERPRISE OIL PTE LTD
10. GEONAMICS (S) PTE LTD
11. GEX VENTuRES PTE LTD
12. HOCK TAT POLYTHENE PTE LTD
13. ICRON SINGAPORE PTE LTD
14. JPN INDuSTRIAL TRADING PTE LTD
15. KEN HONG SENG PTE LTD
16. KETO SCIENCE PTE LTD

* Listed in alphabetical order and information is accurate as of March 2020.

17. LEXON CONTROL PTE LTD
18. LuX GLOBAL LABEL ASIA PTE LTD
19. MATTHEW CHIONG PARTNERSHIP
20. OLIVER HEALTHCARE PACKAGING ASIA PTE LTD
21. QC ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT PTE LTD
22. RENTALWORKS (SG) PTE LTD
23. SENSORLA PTE LTD
24. SJ SOLAR + STORAGE
25. TELEFLEX MEDICAL ASIA PTE LTD
26. TIMES SOFTWARE PTE LTD
27. TOPSuN ELECTRONIC SINGAPORE PTE LTD
28. TRAVERSE INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD
29. uNIT4 ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
30. VEM MOTORS ASIA PTE LTD
31. WESTON ROBOT PTE LTD

Acquire higher ROI on your marketing efforts with 
our low prices.

Direct access to 3,000 Corporate Members that employ 
a total of about 400,000 employees.

Gain exposure to a wide and varied business community 
and potential users.

Be it to increase sales or to establish brand presence, 
our open rates of up to 40% means you can be assured 
that your messages are being seen.

SINGAPORE MANUFACTURING FEDERATION

Eyes On The Prize

Reach Audiences

Direct Entry

Cost-Effective

TO LEARN MORE
 

The SMF Members Exchange is an online service for companies to list and advertise 
its products, services and promotional activities to members of the SMF. 

Your Partner in Outreach to Singapore’s Manufacturing Industry

bit.ly/memberex
VISIT US AT 
 

RATES
SMF Members
$500/cycle* of 
2 email blasts/space 

*Subjected to prevailing Government taxes

Non-Members
$1000/cycle* of 
2 email blasts/space

MEMBERS
EXCHANGE

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE



STRIDE AHEAD
WITH
T H E

STRIDE AHEAD
WITH
T H E SMFSMF

Be a part of the Singapore Manufacturing Federation, the largest 
trade association in Singapore championing the interests and growth 

of the local manufacturing community since 1932. Providing a myriad 
of membership benefits and business services, the SMF membership 

base stands at about 3,000, comprising SMEs, MNCs and affiliate 
members employing more than 400,000 workers.

3000
AND COUNTING

SMES, MNCS, AND
AFFILIATE
MEMBERS!

Be Industry 4.0 Ready!Be Industry 4.0 Ready!

JOIN, & MAKE
THE MOST OF

A MEMBERSHIP
THAT MATTERS

JOIN, & MAKE
THE MOST OF

A MEMBERSHIP
THAT MATTERS

SIGN UP
NOW!



Terms & Conditions apply.
The advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

RHB Bank Berhad (Co. Reg. No. S99FC5710J) JUN20

Email us at lifepreneur@rhbgroup.com to find out more now.

Supporting your 
business with our 
enhanced financing 
solutions

Temporary Bridging Loan
Gain access to larger loan quantum to help finance your cash flow needs.
• Up to S$5,000,000 maximum loan quantum per  eligible company 
• Maximum Repayment Period – 5 years

Enhanced Working Capital Loan
Provides operational cash flow support for SMEs across all industries.
• Up to S$1,000,000 maximum loan quantum per eligible company
• Maximum Repayment Period – 5 years

Loan Insurance Scheme / Enterprise Trade
Increase your loan quantum for your import, export & trading needs.
• Up to S$10,000,000 maximum loan quantum per eligible company 
• Maximum Repayment Period – 1 year

Express Banker’s Guarantee
Apply now with simplified documentations, at your convenience.
• Against 100% cash margin
• Maximum Tenor – 5 years
• Minimum S$10,000 per guarantee, maximum $5,000,000 per guarantee

Riding this journey

together
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